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they or mad by
universal hallucination.
--George Bernard Shaw
v".-- . .
..
WBUSHEO BY THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER ' '
VotumeXC. - '
-- Friday, February 28, 1975 .
.
- ,
.
, Number lT
by Stuart Brown
Ethics is an artistry. ; It is
- not a set Of recipes. What
I'm trying; to do Is avoid any
reductlonlsm - - which . writes :
: recipes tor doing; ethics.
With ' these words Dr." Edward
Long, religion professor at Ober-Il- n
. College, emphasized his --
unwillingness to simplify Chris-
tian ethics to a set of "do's"
and "don'ts." While speaking
to the sixth session of the Woo-st- er
Clergy Academy of Religion',,
Tuesday, Feb. 25, in Wlshart
HalL he sought to develop an
' approach to Christian ethics des- -
crlbed as 'ethical eclecticism."
Long . underlined the impor-
tance of not- - establishing a split
in ethics between- - the personal
and the social. -- .fWe have been
conditioned to think that mere Is
- a difference between personal
and social ethics." Much of mis
conditioning may be attributed to
the "individualistic", spirit pre--
.; valent in America, today. ;..Thl 1.
can easily lead us to make "per- - .
sonal ethic" mean "moral Ind-
ividualism.":; "; ...
A great many changes. have
taken place In the past year re-
garding 'Hell Week activities and
the general philosophies of sec-
tions and women's dubs. These
changes seem to reflect a desire --
.
- to make Wooster's social clubs
more a part of the campus asu
a whole and to make them morej.
- aware of the harm mat tradi-
tional Hell Week activities can'
-- do and have done In the past.
As a result of several pledg-
ing
.
incidents ;. resulting in --
unnecessary destruction, and the
death and Injury of some stu
; dents, a questionnaire was sent
1 to about thirty colleges and unl--
versitles, requesting Information
about their fraternities' pledging
activities. ; The returned ques-
tionnaires showed that Wooster
Is the only school employing
observation teams of any kind. -- ,
- These teams - are made up of --
two students for each club,plus
-- ' one member of the faculty and "
one administration official.' The
two students 'attend as many :
club activities as possible, and
then submit a critical evaluation
' to the Inter-Secti- on Council or
' the Inter-Cl- ub Council. The ISC
and -- ICC review the evaluations
and make whatever changes they
feel ' are
.
necessary. If rules
- have been vtolated,the-"Jucficia- I
Board is - notified and decides
on a penalty. - -- -; . , - .
-
- Another outgrowth of the ques
4. tionnalre is a new emphasis on
service : and work projects as
; We must- - rescue the term
"personal ' ethic"--.
, from indi-
vidualistic - morality. "A per-- Z'
sonal ethic is not a private mor-
ality." Rather it concerns "an
those matters about . which we
may make ethical decisions
without Involving public policy
formation by means of group
processes'
. Long went on "to-- develop a
jsecond emphasis.. We must come
"to understand the Christian faith
to be more than a framework of
ethical Ideals. "Multitudes of
nominal Christians, even church-goi- ng
Christians, live under the
Illusion that Christianity Is a
system of moral Idealism and
nothing else." - .
"Main-stre- et ethicalism" is
largely an "ethic of attainment."
This "bland cultural religiosity"
Is a kind of achievement mor-allsm- ,"
placing emphasis on the
human effort required to manage
life moralistically. ; Long con-
trasted this with an ethic of
responsiveness" centered '
around a "response of gratitude
to the God of justifying grace."- -
Among : the - participants .; In
.Watergate were Individuals who
adhered to "a Christianity in
opposed to more traditional ac-
tivities. Sections . are now
required to include one such
project during Hell Week and
are urged to see service pro-jects, according to a circular
outlining the rules, as "a viable
means of controlling these un
fortunate elements of - 'tra-
ditional' Hen Weeks." Sections;
also have a "grievance man",
to whom pledges can. go at any
time If they are upset by an
- activity. According to Malcolm
Wldness, President of ISC,thts
win not hurt a pledge's chances .
of being accepted.
.
-
. ,
-
AH of this is designed to show
mat the ISC and ICC recognize
their, "responsibility to pledges
and the community at large," as
wen as to their respective con- -.
stituencles. These new measures .
are also supposed to represent,
especially on the - part of the
ISC, "positive, productive steps
toward Insuring the safety and
well-bei- ng of all pledges, as
well as those on the campus not '
involved with sections." They "
prohibit everything from ac--
tlvttles "designed to entail the
loss of self-resp- ect or per-
sonal dignify, of either actives
or pledges" to "arduous physi-
cal activity or Interrogation .
leading to the point of collapse
from exhaustion, -- .. tainting, or
emotional breakdown.' . - '
- Activities mat . might prove
threatening to an individual who
Is already sick, or that take ,
which ethical Idealism" was held
high but in which the basic'
themes of sin, salvation, con-
fession, and redemption were
lost." " "Christianity Is . an
. ethical religion, not a religion
of the ethical." Response -- to
the love of God is central. .--V
-.--
" Long concluded by examining '
what these two major emphases .
say to" three . "current .social
'necessities:". the ''prospect of
a new frugality,": overcoming
distrust of authority; and the'
"expectation for liberation." He
gave particular emphasis to me.,
last of these. - .
Elections
'., Campus " elections for SGA '
president, vice president, treas-
urer, and secretary will be held
Thursday March 6. Also to be
elected are - three - Campus
Council members-at-lar- ge and
three additional Campus Council
members-at-lar- ge who will
serve as chalrpeople of the Fi-
nancial .-- Affairs committee,':
Soclar Affairs, committee, and
Student Services " and ' Special
more than four, hours, have to
have the approval of Dr. Starts-ma- n
or the ISC. The rules are
--quite stringent, and if adhered
to, do not really leave any gaps.
HeU Week thisyear, for both
.
' sections and women's clubs, win
be the first week of Spring Quar-
ter. More students are pledging
sections this --' yearabout 152
men (42 of the freshman class),
, which is up 2 or 3 from lastyear. The approximate figures
for each section, as --given by
Malcolm Wldness, are as fol- -
"lows: First section 2 pledges;
second section (CrandaU House)
20 with about 5 female pledges;
fourth section 8; fifth section
. 29; sixth section 36; seventh --
section 40. " -- . .
Membership in women's clubs
has dwindled. There are now
--only three clubs on campus: EKO,
Pi Kappa (Peanuts), and Keys,
According to Nancy Lewis, Pres- -
ident of ICC, they are hoping to--
have . about 60 pledges about 20
girls in --each club, but
.
their
. final rating sheets have not yet
. come In, so she had no definite
figures. - " .'
According to both Nancy and
Malcolm, there Is more com- -.
- radeshlp within . sections and
crabs this year. They seem to
be less exclusive, especially the
, women's clubs, since member-
ship has gone down so much.
"Liberation Is a paradoxical
experience. It does not resolve
the human situation in Itself."
Liberation theologies, such as
those found In the women's lib- -'
eration movement and the gay
liberation movement, make lib-
eration "THE clue to making
life new again." Becoming po-
litically free, however, does not
Insure being made whole. --
. With its emphasis on the elim-
ination of Injustice, liberation
"overcomes oppression, but It
does not forgive sin." Liber-
ation and becoming Whole are
not antithetical, but neither are
slated for
Projects committee respec--
tlvely.
The election for all offices
will be held from 4:30 to 6:45
Thursday, March 6 at the cafe-
terias. Tovbe placed on the
ballot one must be a
.
Wooster
student - for more than one quar-
ter, and fill out a petition with
.
. 100 student signatures ' for SGA
offices . or , 50 signatures "for.
Campus . Council member-- a t-la- rge.
Petitions can be picked
up at the Lowry Center front
desk and must be returned at
the desk by Tuesday March 4,'
3:00 p.m. A short typed state--
Bissman inundated
bv sewer water
-- by BlU Henley
Rudely - awakened' and driven
from warm beds during the wee
hours of last Sunday night, res-
idents of Bissman basement '
stood In shocked, numbed dis-
belief as torrents of foul waters
from the depths of the Wooster
sewer system Invaded their
hearths and homes. But for the
valiant efforts of the College's
Intrepid Buildings and Grounds
department, and the dauntless .
readiness of Bissman residents
to combat the threat of disaster,
the night's horrifying events
might have ended In stark tra-
gedy.
Estimates of the extent of
flooding In Bissman basement,
caused by a clogged sewer pipe
and the prolonged heavy rain,
ranged from 2 to 5 Inches. The
College plumber soon appeared
to open the sewer line, however,
and Bissman residents finished
the job of cleaning the area after
the water was drained out.
According to Bissman director
Wesley Dumas, no damage was
reported to student property as a
result of the flood. He praised
Blssman's residents' cleanup ef-
fort. Bissman basement is occu--'
they equivalent, "Liberation
theology is a theology of the
Exodus experience." If It be-
comes "an effort to set up a
theocracy without the cross,"
It is futile.
The cross of Jesus demon-
strated the futility of a works-rtghteousne- ss.
Those who make
an "extreme Ideological Invest-
ment In liberation as a symbol"
run the danger of slipping into
a works-righteousn- ess approach
to ethics. It Is mis which Long so
desired to avoid.
March 6
ment of goals and purposes for
running for office should be sub-
mitted and win be posted tor
voters to read. ,
Everyone elected will serve
on Campus- - Council and In the
SGA cabinet. The chairpersons
are especially Important as they
win lead the major committees
of SGA and win have a great
Influence
.
on. whether -- student
government will be of any value
on campus. The Important duty
of vice president Is to act as
chairperson for the Educational
Affairs committee and represent
Students In the faculty Educa-
tional Policy committee, "
pled by members of Sixth and
Seventh Sections.
The heevy rain and seepage
through walls also resulted In
about an inch of flooding. In the
. basement of Douglass Hall, ac-
cording to dorm co-direc- tor
Bonnie Havholm. However, there
are no residents in Douglass
basement, and no. damage was
caused, although furniture had to
be moved. A Grounds and Build-
ings crew pumped the water out
of the - building and cleaned the
Asked where the responsibility
for loss would He If any personal
student, property had been dam-
aged in the floods, Mr. William
Snoddy, Treasurer, said he was
uncertain but believes students
would be expected to cover the
loss through their own family
homeowners insurance; the Col-
lege would probably not be re- -'
sponsible.
Inversion, a jazz quartet,
rill perform in McCaw Cha
pel en Saturday, March 1
at 8:15. Admission is free.
VThe offices
Lowry ' Centsr.
Est. 433.
'
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Smash '
bottle,
breaking
To the Readers:
There are two classic
phenomena of spring In
Wooster: rain, and broken
bottles. Last weekend ,we
had both. In quantity. The
Ugly Am erileans (Tve nev-
er seen exchange students
smashing bottles) were out
at their usual spring week-
end activities - getting
soused and endangering the
safety of others. I can
certainly understand
someone dropping his beer
or liquor bottle shortly be-
fore he passes out, (Tve
had the same problem with
roaches), but empty bottles
don't break that easily, and
this does not account for the
frequency of bottle break-
ing on weekends. Bottle
breaking by Ugly Amerl-ka- ns
Is a group phenomena.
The. Institutions on this
campus which foster
group-thi- nk (in the name offraternity") and the
mlndlessness which
results are too established
to be gotten rid of, and
drunkenness is "socially
.acceptable". But bottle
breaking by the mindless
Group-Mi- nd Is not to be
tolerated. It costs each
student An the wages paid
to those who pick up our
litter, and in the added
medical expenses which
pile up from glass injuries.
It detracts from the beauty
of our campus and causes
needless suffering to the
squirrels, birds, etc. which
add so much
'
to campus
life. Students should feel
free to go barefoot on hot
spring days, but we are
not even completely safe
when wearing sneakers or
sandals. Security can't --
babysit everyone, so it is
up to us to stop or report
bottle-breake- rs. I urge the
Initiation of. strict fines for .
mass Uttering and bottle
breaking. If you . see
someone smashing bottles,
give them a piece of
your mind. They obviously
have none of their own.Stamp out Ugly Ameri-kanis- m.
We can make this
campus a safe, clean place '
to live.
Onward and upward!
Larry Ackerman.
Letter
.shows need
for gay lib
To the Editor,
I would like to commend
Joe Hudson on his letter
concerning - the Miller
Manor incident; he cer-
tainly put us gays In our
place. That is to say, the .
assumptions and sbiases inhis letter give a fine ex-
ample of why gay liberation
is desperately needed on
this campus. All people
should be free to make
their own moral decisions
concerning homosexuality;
but if this Is to be possible,
they heed to be exposed to
more than one (straight-dominate- d)
view of the is-
sue.
Homosexuality Is NOT
unnatural. It Is "abnor-
mal", in that the majority..,
of the people has a pre-domln- atly
heterosexual
orientation, but that does
not legitimize the use of
labels such as unnatural,
sick, and unacceptable. As
for our needing psychiatric
help, I agree mat that is
true for many homosex-
uals - and It is perfectly
understandable. The strain
of continually coming into
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contact with people who
either condemn one's be-
haviour or actually deny-one- 's
existence is enough
to cause a bit of emotional
disturbance in even the
sanest of people.
I am curious as to why
the "flaunting of homosex-
uality" is mentioned. Is
it a reference to the formalgroup which meets to dis-
cuss human sexuality, and
which tries to be open to
all viewpoints? Or to the
discussions in dorms and
classrooms, which are
generally met . with en-- ;
thuslasm? Or perhaps to
those people who, in their
everyday, everyminute life
will no longer tolerate hav-
ing their beliefs and their
very being ridiculed and .
condemned? If that is what
is meant by "flaunting",
then I am glad to be flaunt-
ing my homosexuality and I
believe more people should
do BS.
Lastly, Joe writes of the
hostility which openly gay
people provoke. I would
like to reassure him that
I have no desire to create
hostility or tension. But
If such is the result of my
honest and public self-affirmati- on,'
and of the sup-
port I would like to give
to other gays, then I will
not avoid it.
Pamela McArthur
Women
students need
more support
An open letter to faculty
and students: .
It has come to the atten-
tion of this committee tha.
a significant number of
women students are con-
cerned with the treatment
they receive from some
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STAFPs Chuc Gaver, Sua Tow, Corrino Rodman,
Sua Platte, Nancy Smith, Jim K I off, Ann Shep
pard, Anno McCuna,. Nancy Thompson, Norma
Sprang, Nancy Karman, Bovarly Harrison, David
Koppenhauer,' Judy Collins, Maria Marapaa,
Debbie Oavlas, Jennifer Robinson, Llbble
Wright, Sally Webb, Kathryn Jonos,and Nan Secor.
faculty members (both
male and female). These
complaints have been ex-
pressed to - us both
verbally and in writing.
Only a small number of
these , complaints Involve
what can be termed
"blatant - sexism". The
majority deal with, more
subtle, and therefore per-
haps more damaging, at-
titudes and behaviors. We
would like the faculty to
be aware that there are
students who are troubled
by these attitudes and
One especially- - impor-
tant area where these
subtleties are felt is when
the faculty member is in
an advising role. Many
faculty members seem to
fail to supply necessary
information andor sup-port for their women
students. It is often said
that the women attracted
to the College of. Wooster .
are of a higher calibre
academically than the men
who choose Wooster. Yet
It appears, from the com-
plaints we have heard from
women students, that those
competent w.omen are often
not encouraged to pursue
graduate or professional r
-- opportunities. In some
cases competent women
are even actively discour-
aged from such pursuits.
There is no way to truly
determine how pervasive
these attitudes are. It is ;
even unclear whether or
not male students receive
such encouragements.
However, It is dear that,
if such lack of support
exists at all, it is espec-
ially detrimental to the
women; They often have
little or no encouragement
from other . areas of
society.' Often, in society,
at large, a woman with
professional aspirations is .
discouraged where a male
counterpart is encouraged.
As a . result, the woman --
desperately needs support
from an institution such as
.Wooster; particularly from
those professionals within
her field. -
We ask-th- e faculty, male
and female, that they ex-
amine - personally . their
treatment of women stur
dents, ff they find they have
been guilty of blatant, or
subtle, sexual discrimin-
ation, we hope they recon-
sider and change their be-
havior. However, more im-
portantly, we urge every
facultymember, especially
those in the position of
advisor, to make. an. extra
effort to encourage and
support their women stu-
dents in their educa
tional and vocationalpursuits. .
With the financial assis-- y
tance of the Women's Ad-- r
visory Board the Wooster
Women's Alliance is now ;
in the process of purchas-
ing a series of cassette --
tapes, some of which deal
with the advising of women
students. We urge the fac-
ulty to. utilize these tapes. .
I For information
ing this contact Beth Wood-ro-w.
Box 3101, or Joey Van
Schalk, Box 2943.
We would also urge all --
women students who feel
that they have encountered
sexual discriminationfrom .
a faculty member to con-
tact the committee, ver-
bally or in writing. --.' In
recounting instances of
discrimination, we would
like to know the parti
lars - names, situations,
etc. - as well as your own
name. All information
divulged to us will be held
in confidence. ,
The Faculty Committee on
the Status of Women
Sue Roberts, Chairperson
Dr. James Haden
Dr. Jack Robertson ;
Nancy Rhoades "
Dr. Maria Sexton
Doris Coster
Joey Van Schalk
Janna --Smith
Down with unfair
distinctions
To the Editor:
What if you saw a sign
up (say you're - from
SeventhJSection. There's
nothing wrong with that, "
but it will do for a met-
aphor) that stated. To-
night's topic in Severance
Art Building: "Seventh
Section , is Stupid?" That
would arouse your cur-
iosity and probably your
anger. In your humili-
ation, 'you go to Severance
to object to the defamation
of something that is a part
of your life. When you
get there, nobody seems
to know anything about it
and so you refuse to leave
until someone will admit
to doing it. Someone fi-
nally does and so, through
due, process, you register
a complaint. After they
apologize, you forget It, ,
but then the newspaper
reports it. People getirritated and somebody
writes a letter to the pa-per, complaining that you --
are sick and. disgusting,
when all you wanted was .
a fair shake.
, continued on page 3
J
More Betters
Now consider this: the
-- same society . that con-
siders - vnu : sfcV alsn
drops tons of bombs on
North Vietnam, defoliates
S. Vietnam- - and murders
.civilians because they're
. Vbetter dead than red."
Remember the Indians?
Who's sick, you or society?
Take It on another level.
Doesn't it make ' you feel
uta-Le-x u yuu can se ywir--
- ecu mtuiuui veiug aifiuu
of ridicule and antagonism.
To be healthy Is to be
worth more to your fel-
low man while remaining
true to yourself. Homo-
sexuals nir trvlncr tn h
themselves and yet all that
in Wooster is ridicule,
antagonism, and public
humiliation like that of.
Miller Manor's innocent
prank.7 Should they have
allowed someone to de--
" fame what they are, for a
sillv-
- chess loke9
. J4ot everyone Is white,
middle .class, Christian
and American. There's
nothing wrong with being
that, though. There are
Blacks (you know, those
people on campus, who
aren't white like - you),
Arabs, Israelis, Russians,
Chinese and Japanese peo-
ple, who are different from
you,' too. Should we sup--'
ply vast teams of psychia-
trists for foreign aid?
Different people .have
different tastes. Some
people believe that cap-
italists are sick, some
believe communists are
sick, some believe that
Blacks are inferior, some
believe that whites are,
morally bankrupt idiots,
etc.M.Theyre all wrong.
People are people, trying
to make some kind of sense
out of this wild world we
were born into. We're all
on the same planet, rub
bing elbows and living on
the same resources.
So please, mink twice
before you make distinc
tions, drawing .lines be-
tween US and THEM.
Thank God that some
people are honest enough
to be what they are. Not
everyone is homosexual.
not everyone is heterosex-
ual. Can we afford, in a
"healthy" - society not to
give - other human beings
the opportunity to express
themselves. In freeing
others from such labels as
--faggot", "nigger,
"jock," "gook," "po-la- ck
" "honky," etc..,
we free ourselves. Give
others room to be them-
selves and you'll be sur-
prised at how much wider
the world seems. Do it
for yourself, if not for.
everyone else. -
Ronald C. Tompkins
Browne
case represents
injustice5
To the Editor:
Justice C.O.W. stylef A
better question might be is
mere really Justice at the
--College of Wooster. The
comments are directed in
reference to the manner
"
by which the Prof. Browne
situation has been handled.
In an age where reasoning
and rational judgements
are supposed to prevail
,
over emotional
.normative
choices and decisions, I
.
am still amazed that Prof.
Browne has not been vin-
dicated of the charges
brought against her.
When one gets the op-
portunity to investigate the
charges brought against
Prof, Browne one realizes
that it basically boils down
to the issue that she is
inept as an historian in the
field of Black history. Thisjudgement was made by
other members of the his-
tory department 0) who:
are not proficient and have
not specialized in the area
of Black history, (2) on
the basis of observing
Prof. - Browne's teaching
style' and methods on two
occasions. ,
To me the charge of
ineptitude is a very seri-
ous.' one. It seems ob-
vious to me that with a
charge as serious as this
it would be investigated
very thoroughly. It would
also seem obvious to me
that a person who is cap-
able of -- passing the doc-
torate comprehensive ex-
aminations in their field
of study, is not inept but
to the contrary that person
is signified as being com-
petent. Prof. Browne has
been granted a PhJ. A.B.
D. (All but dissertation)
from Temple University.
To me this should nullify
quite aptly all charges of
ineptitude. When trying to
determine ineptitude it
would seem the best way
to determine, such is to
observe - the person(s) in
question. Decisions on
such should be based on
quantitative and qualitative
data reached from the ob-
servation. When the per-
son in question is observed
on only two occasions it.
would seem to me that
there is a serious lack of
quantitative data which is
essential in reaching a de-
cision. Prof. Browne falls
into the category of beingjudged on the basis of two
occasions, a serious dis-
crepancy. "- - '
As I had mentioned be-
fore, whar severely dis-
tresses me is the fact that
factual evidence can be re-
futed by emotional, norm-
ative decisions. On Feb.
13, 1975 a group of students
went before the Faculty
Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee to appeal a
- prior decision the com-
mittee had reached not
to rehire Prof. Browne.
At tills meeting we pre-
sented the charges brought
against Prof. Browne and
refuted each one with Fact,
printed documents. Des-
pite tills Prof. Browne's
appeal to be rehired was
turned down. We, the stu-
dents went before the com-
mittee in order to correct
what we felt was a definite
injustice. To be refuted
by factual, empirical evi-
dence is one thing, how-
ever to be turned down by
emotional value statements
is quite different. When
this is applied to the Prof.
Browne situation I feel that
we- - are witnessing a grave
injustice. -- 1 feel that as
students we should become
actively involved in the d-
irection which our
education is taking. I feel
that as students, decisions
such as the one pertaining
to Prof. Browne affect all
of us either directly or in-
directly. If we allow Prof ..
Browne to be treated in
this manner then we are
" setting a precedent for the
treatment of other faculty
members, some of whom
might be closer to you. If
we allow such Injustice to
.persist on tiie faculty level
then we must also realize
that similar injustices
might be leveled against
members of the student
body. I feel it's time for
us. all students, to get in-
volved and make sure that
a definite injustice is
vindicated.
Respectfully submitted,
Reginald H. Holder '
One person
should not
judge another
To the Editor,
We are writing in re-
sponse to a letter of 21
February to the editor con-
cerning gays and their
ways. The letter iron-
ically displayed the
"ignorance and hostility",
to which It referred.
'' Putting aside other ques-
tionable issues, the letter
Is a blatant example of one
person passing moraljudgements on another
group of people. It is
each individual's - right to
accept or reject alterna-
tive lifestyles; however,
it is not an individual's
right to ridicule or slander
anotner's choice of life--
styles. The main issueinvolved is not a question
of "tolerating" the activ-
ities of the Gay Caucus on
campus, but rather re-
taining one's integrity in
recognizing others' " priv-ilege to live and love as
they choose.
One would think that on
a college campus, where
minds are supposedly
opened to new ideas, con-
trary views would be ac-
cepted if not appreciated.
It is indeed a sad day when
college students pass so
shallow a judgement and
express -- such Intolerance
toward their fellow stu-
dents.
"Nell Langley
Sue Genne
Is Hell Week a
'disgrace'
to sections?
To the Editor:
The new guideines setup
by the ISC are designed to
keep Hell Week activities
from getting out of hand,
as they often have in thepast. They are precaution-
ary measures, put into
effect primarily because of
criticism and concern on
the part of faculty, ad-
ministrators, and Inde-
pendent students. However,
even if we can hope that
they will really be adhered
to, the fact that they were
necessary in the first place
says some sad things about
sections.
Maybe some, or maybe
even most of the section
students will abide by the
new rules. If they do, these
regulations might consti
6
tute a step in the right
direction. But the fact that
they had to call in faculty
and administration to be
on the observer team, to
make sure that students
do not inflict real harm on
each other is disgraceful. ,
One would think that college
students would not need
adults to advise them on
how to conduct their social
lives. However, the fact
that some of them think they
do need supervision, or
at least that their peers do,
- is not so much a reason for
passing judgement on them
as it is a social comment
on all of us: Why can't
we trust each other? Do
we really still need the
supervision of adults? Do
we really need the pseudo-"protecti- on"
of a section
or social club?
Obviously, some .stud-
ents feel that they do, and,
especially since there does
seem to be a better rapport
plaint Is not so much with
the sections themselves,
except insofar- - as they
seem to be yet another way
of hiding behind a false
wall of 'brotherhood." I
am more concerned that
these new rules may be
accomplishing either the
exact opposite, or some-
thing even worse, than what
they set out to do.
I recognize that the
intentions of the ISC are
goodr they are trying to
make section members
more aware of the effect
that pledging activities
have on other students.
However, imposing more
restrictions is lust not a
feasible way of doing this.
The problem is not that
people have too much free-- '
dom and that we can there?
" continued en peg 4
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STUDENTS!
FH f piyou BE
THE JUDGE!
College' expenses can be
paid safely and surely with
a low-co- st '" ,
PERSONAL r CHECKING ACCOUNT
OR
Yoif can take chances by
making payments with lea-
sable cash or expensive
money orders. fJudge for yourself and
open your ThriftiCheck
Personal Checking Ac-
count today.
CHECKS ARE --
PERSONALIZED
FREE
'
"NO MINIMUM- -
- BALANCE IS
REQUIRED
iK
(imm
can
' continued from pogo 3
fore - assume that they will
abuse it. .That '-- attitude
makes a fundamentally
negative assumption about
people in the sections: They
Should be insulted. So it
is not a question of having
too much freedom. Rather, r
it is a problem of not know-
ing, how to handle ' thefreedom we do have.
Making people aware of
the repercussions of their --
actions is a good .,way otU
teaching them how,they "
affect each other; they will
then recognize their power
to hurt others and willhave
some guidelines by which
they can regulate their
actions, provided they are
not deliberately trying to
hurt" another " person. One'
unfortunate-aspec- t of Hell
Week Is that in spite of the
chancre In ISC attitude. It
RONDY
CLEANERS
. .236 S. Market
Special to
CoIbgcTofr
VVoostcr
Students ,
SLEEPING BAGS
CLEANED...
- $3.50
(Offer good through March)
vou
money H 3 W&11 "
: J m IjpSjj
111 k
- j
Sreceive provision for living " I
- f
occupational goals - :!;::
go to college
and save
ggij! Participating colleges throughout the United States
hae iined with Today's Army to offer a combined
Sttvi-- S enlistmentenrollment program1 that could enableyou to: , -
m1- - Obtain considerable financial aid for education -
2. Complete your college degree
W3 r Earn up to $12,000 plus
exDenses -
Develop skills related to:::
5. Live1 and travel in Europe ' .. . :
To find out if you qualify, check with your local Army :
representative. He's listed under "Recruiting" in the
SAWft Yellow Pastes.
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still provides a time which
is felt to be a period during
which students can let out
some very negative fee-
lings they might otherwise
try to hide. The atmosphere
that goes with mat time
also promotes a dangerous
lack of inhibition and good
Judgement on. the part of
everyone Involved, which
in. Itself can lead to -- the
loss: of ' self-resp- ect and
dignity mat the ISC is trying
to stop. It is'a time of--letting out your Inner
tensions," doing things
people would not ordinarily
do, in order to "fit in'
and find "friends." v
From my interview with
Malcolm and Nancy, I got
the feeling that the feeling
of fellowship between "
members of different sec-
tions has been growing.
In that case, .maybe: the
ESC should have kept out of
it. If relationships between
sections are improving,
maybe- - they will someday
improve to the point where
we don't need sections
anymore. People wontf eel
mat they have to Join a club
to find some friends. Let
us hope that die new rules --
do not seriously hinderjthis r
development. Being .more
optimistic, maybe they can
be seen as an expression --
of a new awareness on the
DartQf at least some people
THE
shop. :--
In th College Hills Shopping Center
Phone 262-884- 6
of the ways '- - In". which we ":
affect each - other. Still,
it is sad that people think
that a system of rules is
- the only way to make sure "v
we don't" deliberately hurt
each other. There is still
N an element of distrust
clouding the whole issue.
Sara Wilson . . - .'
Gayness C
doesn't equal :
sickness , :
An- - open letter to Joe
' 'Hudson: - -
There . were several
points in your letter In the
-- Voice mat I would like to
respond to. The first, and,
major one is that, in your
opinion, homosexuals "are
: sick people who need
psychiatric help.' ' You are,
of course, entitled to your
own views, but I think you
should know that the psych-
iatrists (the people whom-yo- u
feel educated enough --
to deal with homosexuality)
of-
- the American , Psych-
iatric Association con--
"
eluded two years ago, after
extensive y research . and
. debate;, that homosexuality
is not a sickness. Some
Gays, like some of merest
of us,, may have ' certain
emotional or pyschological
difficulties which they may
-- be helped to deal with by
a psychiatrist or psycho-
logist, but problems are not
inherent in homosexuals
any more than they are
In "heteTSsexualS. --
Secondly, :i you feel that
this campus should not
"tolerate the "activities of
the gay caucus"." What is
4l11 THE AGRICULTURAL !TVWr? TECHNICAL INSTITUTE IOCrA'-- V .. .. ..... - ,
" ' presents the j
";'l SECOND ANNUAL I
fimgQ FLOWER & BRIDAL SHOW V
I-
- tVh : H at the OARDCC.Aumtorium. di J I
V.S V; -- Monday, March 3, 1975 - v .
I J '1 '
"
at ;8 RMP. . , V" J
g
at stake here, as corny as
It may seem, is the rightjof . free speech that we of J
mis country like to talk ;
about as setting us above
the more repressive na--
tlons of the - world. The r
College of Wooster has, in '
addition to the Gay Caucus,
several other groups con-- --
cemed .with- - women's
liberation, radical politics.
Christianity,- - T. M.f and
ecology." Not everyone on
this campus agrees with all
of the views or practices
espoused by these groups,
but I would trust that we c
would not prevent them (.
from being able to both hold
those views and to com-
municate them to whom- - ;
ever cares to listen. ;vil i
LastlyTT you state that
.the Miller Manor incidentis not a symptom of 'ignor- -'
ance and hostility' towards
gays'- - and that while it
"cannot be condoned", if
the gays -- continue their
activist efforts,"the in--
'
- cidence ..." of ?- - ridicule . and
hostility will surely co-n- .
tinue and quite possibly
Increase.. I would Bubmitfirst of all that the Miller
Manor incident was indeed j
evidence of ignorance and
hostility towards gays - you
yourself stated in the last
"line of your letter that
hostility exists (and I don't
think" that anyone will .
disagree with you on that
point), and the vast number
of people on this campus :
who continue to believe that --
.homosexuality is a sick-- .
"
ness is certainly evidence
of ignorance.- - - -
On - the subject of con-
tinued or increased ridl-- --
cule of gays, you yourself .
said all that needs to be
said . It cannot " be
condoned. " There is no .
place on this campus for
such immaturity. Merely
because a person is
unhappy --- about another
persons' lifestyle or view- - .
points does not give him
the right to ridicule that --
person or to interfere with -- r
his freedom to live as he
chooses. -David. Earley
continued on pag 5
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GLCA . offers
-- The new ACMGLCA (Assoc.
:Uted Colleges of die Midwest
". Great Lakes College Association)
; Chinese Studies --program
.Is in
s Hong -- Kong as the next best
choice . after mtniflT)j China
right? .Wrong or at least
'; partially sorcertainly the Peo-
ples Republic of China would be
an exciting place to study, but
in many ways Hong Kong is even
more --excitingaside .from the .
fact that study .cm the mainland
Is not presently ' an available
option for most of us. - f-Be-cause
of Its status as a
; British Crown' . Colony, Hong
Kong ; is, of : course, Chinese,
and in contrast with the mainland
population, --these people have
The Jt-jiijeqffJr- d
; Gays are
part , of -
'; COW community
- continued from page 4 ..." V,
To the Editor: . 'h.
This. Is in reference to
- the letter, that appeared In
last week's VOICE entitled
"G ays need Liberation
" from their Ways. ' There
,
werev several v commonly
: held misconceptionsbrought up In the body of
the. letter , which we at
Myers-DRE- C would like to
correct. -
The most commonly held
misconception is that which r
- views homosexuality as a
mental ...illness. Homo --
sexuality has been removed
: from the DIAGNOSTIC
STATISTICAL. MANUAL
OF MENTAL DISORDERS.
.This decision was passed
by the American Psychi- -
' atric Association.
" Another, major miscon-cepti- on
of homosexuality
, is that it is a purely
physical relationship be--
.
. tween two people of tne
same sex. A better defini-
tion ofhomosexuality would
be, "A preference for
, relating to a person of one's
- own sex for the fulfillment
of many needs," only one of
which is-se- x." (TREND,
((ID HEARTS
Hong Kong
made a special effort to pre-
serve
. their cultural heritage. '
So in addition to studying under
Chinese scholars at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong(CUHK),'
students on (he ACMGLCA pro
gram can choose from a myriad
of traditional and modern per-
formances, -- films, 'exhibits,
demonstrations and festivals by
which - they 'may' deepen their
understanding of the peoples and
cultures of Hong Kong and of
mainland China.
The cultural activities that
.are sponsored and supported by
the program at CUHK are rep-
resentative of the variety--an- d
wealth of opportunities avail,
able to students on the ACM
1973) Components of such
a relationship could be as
basic as hugging a friend.
It could even include the
relationship roommates
have and could encompass
the "brotherhood" philo
sophy of sections. 'The
physical relationship in
homosexuality is like a
heterosexual physical re-
lationship in that it is not
the primary aspect of the
relationship. Any relation-
ship, homosexual" or --
heterosexual, can be purely
emotional rather than .
based - solely on - physical
attraction. Sexuality is a
matter of preference.
Homosexuality and hetero-sexual-ity
are not separate,
pre-suppo- sed entities but
exist as a continuum. No v
one is entirely homosexual '
or heterosexual. -
The ; campus as a
community accepts diverg-
ent groups of individuals
as integral parts ' which '
contribute to the commun-
ity In positiye waysjlomo-sexua- ls
are no less a part
VITAL VITTLES
.
w. NATU RAL FOODS
226 S. Market 264-97- 50
- Hours
10:30-5:-30 - Mon. - Sat.
- - Closed Wednesday ;
end CORONETS
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session
GLCA Chinese Studies program,
" Activities range from traditional
Chinese opera, dance, folk mu-
sic, Red puppet plays, and art
exhibits Including Chinese paint-
ing, calligraphy, seal engravings,
prints, paper cutting and carv-lng- r.
to festival days celebrating
Confucius' birthday and Chinese
arts; to films of traditional and
contemporary cultural aspects
of Hong Kong; to athletic per-
formances and "lectures on
social, economic and political
problems. - ; . -"-"'-rsTo give students a good feel
for the forces at work in Hong
Kong - today, trips are arranged
to various-- establishments such
as the Shaw Brothers Film Stu--
of, this community man
members of sections and
other organizations. We at
Myers-DRE- C ' are hot
aware of the "mounting
frustration" which Mr.
Hudson assumes is campus
wide. In our dealings with'
the different . segments of
the campus community we
have not found such hostil-
ity towards gays to be a
prevalent attitude. On the
other hand, there appears
to be ''mounting frustra-
tion" from the lack of sex-
ual liberation, or . "sexual,
alternatives" which con-
tributes to the oppression
of homosexuals.
Myers-DRE- C -- ; -
THREADS
LIBERATED
200 W. LIBERTY
: dlo (where in the past few years
more films have been produced
than In Hollywood), or the Sing- -
Tao Jit Pao paper conglomerate
Only through everyday inter-
action and study in Hong Kong
for a semester or. two will the
Intensity and vibrant life of the
colony of Hong Kong reveal it-
self in full. Individuals inter-
ested in the ACMGLCA Chi-
nese Studies program should see
David Gedalecla, or Michael
Lapka, the campus program ad- -
vlsorcoordlnator. The appli-
cation deadline for the P75-7- 6
academic year is March 15,1175.
GRACE'S WINE SHOP
FREE DELIVERY
ss.oo minimum
248 W. NORTH STREET
262-53- 66
V ll J
DESIGN YOUR RINGS....
AT WHITE JEWELERS
From tho smssh suspense navel of
u
There was an organization called ODESSA. This story is based on real
incidents. For obvious reasons names and places have been changed.
(HiM& POURS Presents A JOW
. ARONWNEAIRm-.wf-- art
Screenplay by fflfCIH ROGSf and GEORGE MA
Directed by RCMJ fAME "CHRSTMAS DREAM" Sung PERRY COMO smg. a, on rca
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FLAIR TRAVEL
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O'NeilVs
. by NiaU W. Slater
Those of you who did
not see last weekend' a pro-
duction of Eugene O'Nein's
LONG DAY'S JOURNEY
INTO NIGHT, despair. You
will not, I suspect, see its
like again on the non-pr-of
Good
News
18
n
Books
Magazines
Ambassado
Cards
and
LARGE SELECTION
of
IMPORTED PIPES
and TOBACCO
Wialsa
bavt Shermans
200 S. Market Open
Daily 6:30 A.M.
'to 12:30 A.M.
Except Sunday
till 10:00 P.M.
ongD 1
essional level. Director
James R. Finney has
tackled THE classic of the
American theatre and ,
succeeded brilliantly, s
This --is an anthro-pologl- cal
play, peopled with
the ghosts of O 'Nell's
haunted memories: Ills
father, a great actor ruined
by commercial --success;
his mother, addicted by!
quack medical treatment'
to morphine; bis brother,:
a bad, actor, a drunk, and'
a debaucher; and O'Neill
himself, stricken "with tu-
berculosis, torn by his
family's agonies and infear
of death. It is less a story
man an unfolding portrait.
Hudson on hold,
Wopdall hung up
by Chuc
(Tve decided to wait one
week before responding to
Joe Hudson's letter to give
others room to reply but
MAGNAVOX STEREO
INSTRUMENTS
RECORDS REPAIRS
- n
ON THE SQUARE 262-58- 8fi
someone to
Plants Aro
Understanding !
Need
talk to ?
CST Talk To A Plant
Hanging Pottery, Macrame,
Ferns, Terrariums and
Foliage Plants for your window.
BOOSTER AGKES- -
.Near Portage Square
2111Akron Rd. 254-84- 65
: FS ZzL
delineated by one day'sjourney toward the night,
though not towards follow-
ing dawn.
Mark Stephens as the
father of die Tyrone family
gives us a bold perform- -.
ance. His great asset ishis
voice,- - perfectly suited to
the rolling Shakespearean
period, capable of building
"temple, palace, fount and
stair" on the bare stage
by sound alone. I did detect
a certain indedsiveness in
his physical characteriza-
tion in the first act.-Th-egreat actor walks more
boldly, poses . with great
care (though more furn-
iture to ,s5e into" would
I must answer Mary Wood-al- 'B
complaint.)
Dear "Mary Mary
Being N?QUiTE CONTR-
ARY" may get you a letter
in the VOICE but it won't
let you understand that if an
average of three or fourpages of our newspaper are
devoted each week to the
"modes of transportation,
attire, comments, etc.' of
athletes and sports events,
why not couple, . monthly
commentaries on tne style
in which COW-ld- ds enter-
tain?
I refer you to any Sunday
TIMES or WASHINGTON
POST where parties (and "
people who give good ones)
are big news, I would de-
fend the two articles you
criticized on the grounds
that they were well written, J,
drew, attention to people
whose talents include
knowing how to have a good
time, and both articles
were full of pokes at the
pretentiousness you fear
they applauded. I mean
really, how could anyone
not take those columns with
a grain of iodized salt? '
. As for your letter, do you
realize you unintentionally
noted the same sort of
social 'particulars that
Interest me. .Now will
"EVERYBODY" serve
popcorn at 2:00 am. study
breaks? (SMILE)
' 3isa manacannan i
n ' n
764 FtTT2UGH
MONDAY, WED., THURS.
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have helped here). In the
last act, he needs little of
this, while his superb vocal
technique carries the play
to dizzying heights. 7.
Mary Tyrone (played by
Anne Llske) is the trans-
formational center of this
play. At rise she is smiling,
self-assur- ed, doted on by
her whole family. As we
learn more of her and
discover her reversion to
her . drug-addicti- on, the
veneer slips away until at
dose she Is a "mad ghost";
Her writhing hands, her
excuse for morphine add-
iction, are never forgotten
now drawing to a wild
eccentric rhythm, now
ominously still. Miss Liske
attains the total conviction
necessary to sustain mo-
ments of conversation with
herself that could easily
become dead and exposi-
tory rather than dramatic.
Hef vocal control is marv-
elous, too. Her last
appearance, lost : In child
hood memories, is devast-
ating; a high, innocent girl-
ish voice chatters on,
emerging from her drug-wast- ed
body. Is (8 a hard
image to forget.
Bruce Longworth makes
an impressive debut as the
younger son, Edmund,
O'Neill's own part in the
show. It is a somewhat ,
reflective role; Edmund,
with both a philosophical
and a poetic bent tries to ...
understand the Tyrone's
agonies, rather than mere-
ly endure them. Longworth
captures the bitterness and
cynicism with Just the right
touch of youthful arrog--
.
ance. Were I forced to
fault him for anything. I
would unwillingly mention a
time or two where he yields
to emotion rather .than
using it.
As Jamie, the elder son,
Jon Bennet has a vocalpower to cnauenge stepn-en- s'
and the physical power
to overmatch him; At the
play's end, hopelessly
drunk and nearpassing out,
he nonetheless radiates a
palpable venom and danger.
His fury does not peak too
soon actually, but seems to
since he sustains a con-
sistently higher level than
the rest of the cast.
Diana Davis as the maid
offered welcome relief to
nrv: i s
SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI
AVENU2 WCOSTE3, OHIO
Fi3 252-71-25Friday,. Saturday 5 p.m. 2 ojb.
-- : :tl TITf - --Bbrtuiantty
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the audience. She Is the.
only character beyond the
Tyrone's mutual torment, --
though she senses it. Her
Irish brogue is excellent,
and'she supplies the
requisite comic relief to
the show, though never to
-- its detriment. .'
The choice to stage this
play in the round is
debatable.
' It Is unquestionably more
powerful -- almost unendur-ab- ly
so. The spare, set
design Is suggestive and
functional. Technical di-
rector David Schieve has
some problems in defining
the space. The hanging
ceiling unit outlines the
upper part" of the -- roomlooks complete in itself.
The bottom part of the room
bleeds - away . into the
audience.. A full-si- ze rug
or a furniture piece, to
anchor the corner opposite
the table mighthave helped.
The ensemble work of
this show is its great
strength. The actors play
together so smoothly, that
the feeling of family and
familiarity is Immediate-
ly ; established; The Ty-ro- nes
are bound together
by love no matter how they
hurt each other.
The laurels this cast and'
director deserve were In
the opening night audi-
ence's applause, to which
I heartily add my
.
own.
Second annual
flower, bridal
show at ATI
' The floriculture students at the
Agricultural Technical Institute
(ATI) are presenting their second
annual flower and bridal show on
Monday, March S at 8 pjn. The
show win be free to the public ,
and win be heldattheO.A.tt.D.C
Auditorium outside of town on
- Route 250.
.
The floriculture students are
presenting hts flower and bridal
show as a culmination, of their
floral design studies and 'as a
professional project, according
to Dr. Gary Anderson, head of
ATI's floriculture program.
- The ATI students are coordin-
ating the entire event Including
creating the bouquets and floral
arrangements, the stage settings,
and modeling the fashions.
D
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D
D
D
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SUNDAY 5 p.m. -- 12 p. j
PIZZA CARRY-OU- T ONLY
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7773 in overtime
Scots lose heartbreaker in OAC tournament
U by Glenn Forbes
Only about 800 fans turned out
to watch the OAC first round
tournament Tnatchup between
Kenyon and Wooster last Friday
night "at Kenyon. - Those J who
' didn't come, should hare. They
'missed one of the most exciting
and wen played- - games of the
1
season. -- .
' Coming Into the game Kenyon
seemed to have the advantage.
They had a better record than
Wooster and had the edge In team :
offense for the season and they
had Tim Appleton. -
The Scots Jumped out to a four
point lead In the opening minutes
on buckets by Stone and Stevens,
game settled down to the slow
Keglers take three from B-- W,
break 1000 in first game
by Big A!
Saturday morning the Wooster
Fighting Scot bowling team
broke 1000, went one whole game
without missing a spare, and
earned three decisive victories
over Baldwin-Walla- ce College.
Led by BUI Kosane's 628 series,
the entire Scot team bowled very
well. .Tony Clrlegio had a 583,
Al Mtnikan a 568, Sam Slsodla
a 559, and Dave Lelko a 531.
The team was dynamite.
. ,
The Scots exploded for a 1028
game In the first game of the
day. This team total was one
of the finest In the team's his-
tory and one of the highest In
the league this year. To break
1000, in the tenth frame Kozane .
doubled for a 204,-- and both Lelko
and Clrtegla. struck out - for
. games of 191 and 223 respectively.
Slsodla was high with a 233. In
his big game he Included both a
four and a three bagger. Baldwin--
Wallace was left completely
out of it 158 pins behind.
Kozane started with four
strikes and that's the way he .
ended his 236 In game two.
Through the game the Scots had
managed to hold the lead but In
the ninth frame mat lead was
down to ten pins. But Kozane's
finish combined with marks In
the tenth from Slsodla, Lelko,
and MUllkan gave the Scots a
949-9- 23 victory despite Identical
202 games from B-- W bowlers
Mike Grady and Ray Glinka.
In the third game Baldwin-Walla- ce
stayed neck and neck
with Wooster through the sixth
frame. Starting In the seventh
frame MUllkan started striking
and he didn't stop until five.
baUs later finishing with a 210.
In the eighth frame Kozane also
started striking. Kozane finished
with four for a 188 'game and
- the 628 series. Baldwin-Walla- ce
was way behind 892-80- 3.
Wooster continued shooting
well ln the afternoon. However
their opponents Kent State 'Un-
iversity shot even better. For
-- the Scots Kozane had a 597 series
and Cliieglo a 575. . In the first
game Clrlegio recorded a 226.
and In the second game. Kozane
pace Fighting Scot fans have
grown used to. After what he did
to them here at Wooster, the
Lords were out to stop Chad
Saladln and they held him Jto no
points ontil about eight and a
half minutes had elapsed. The
game though was very close and
there was plenty of good defense,
at 10:24 the score was 16-- 16
and by 6:20 It was only 20-2- 0.
Kenyon though put together three
straight baskets near the end
of the first half to escape with
a slim 32-- 30 lead at halftime.
The big story for Kenyon In
.
the first half, as It was all night,
was the playof sophomore
tlon Tim Appleton. Appleton had
20 of the Lords 3 2 points and also
matched that. AU the Kent keg-
lers were hot. In the morning
they had scorched first place
Akron University three straight
games'" and Kent continued siz-
zling in the afternoon with six
200 games against the Scots.
The scores were 999-95- 3, 940-90- 5,
and 923-82- 7, all In favor
of Kent State. ,
Tomorrow the Fighting Scots .
wrap up their 1974-7- 5 season
at Ohio State University. -
Scotties wind-u- p
. by Janet Smelts
Women's basketball action has
ended for the 1975 season. Al-
though the Scotties' varsity Is
spending today and tomorrow In
Ada, Ohio at the state tourney,
regular season -- play ended last
Monday.
Two recent wins and one loss
put the varsltys final count at
a commendabTe seven wins and
five losses. Last weekend the
Scotties downed Ohio Dominican,
46-4- 2, and men took care of
CedarvUle College, 65-5- 9. Mon-
day night was the big game of
the year when arch-riv- al Ash-
land CoUege visited the PEC
and outs cored the Scotties by
a 73-- 54 mark.
"The Woos te r-Dom- inican
game wasn't too good, but we
played well enough to win," ex-
plained Wooster coach Nan
Nichols, The- - Scotties con-troU- ed
the ban until the very
end of the game, when some
fast work by the opponents
threatened Woostefs lead. The
game was a slow one, with
neither team ever maintaining
momentum.
,Klm . Fischer "-a- nd ' Brenda
Meese had double-figu- re totals
in the Dominican meet, with bom
women scoring 10 points.
The J.V. bad problems against
Dominican, losing 45-3- 6. The
jayvee .Scotties were behind the
whole time, and failed to hang
onto a drive to catch up In the
second half. The main chal-
lenge was a Dominican player
who scored 22 points for her
side. , -
pulled down five rebounds. His
pace did not appreciably slacken
In the second half. Leading the
Scots In scoring during the first
half was Barrte Stevens with 8
points.
The teams came out in the
. second half and picked, up right
where they left off. Kenyon came
out with a fun court press which
bothered the Scots a little and
both teams were-t- o press Inter-
mittently during the rest of the
game. The score remained close
until Kenyon opened up a five '
point bulge (51-4- 6) at 10:30 of
the second half. By 9:01, though,
the Scots had tied it up on a three
point play by Gene Schlndewolf
53-5- 3, The teams then continued
to trade baskets and - at 3:36
Kenyon center Dave Meyer fouled
out with the score 63-- 61 Kenyon,
Then at 2:43 Chad Saladln hit
on a Jumper from the corner and
was fouled after the shot. Since
the Scots were In the bonus
situation, Chad went to the line
for 1 and 1. He made them both and
the Scots had their first lead of
the second half, 65-63.W- urtz then
--promptly canned two charity
tosses for Kenyon and the score
was tied again. The teams then
once again began to trade
baskets, and with the score 6"1-- 69
and :18 left to go' the Scots
had the ball and called time out.
regularJ.
Saturday's CedarvUle game
was a different story for-i-he
varsity. The key to the Wooster
victory is In the rebounds, for
the Scotties grabbed 43 whUe
CedarvUle. only managed 29.
Game tempo In the. Cedar-
vUle game was quicker pas-
sing was greatly lmproved,and
better bail control was also an
aid to the Scotties. . .
In the CedarvUle game, three
Woosterltes tipped In double-figu- re
efforts, t Sue Welch
scored 23 points, Evelyn Camp-
bell and Kim Fischer both had
U for the day. Teamwork kept
the Scotties out In front. ..:
If you missed Monday's Ash-land-Woo- ster
thriller, you mis-
sed two exciting games. ,
First the J.V. took the floor,
and fought tqr the win untU the
final seconds. Ashland was the
victor by one point, 36-3- 5, This
year's Wooster junior varsity
cannot be surpassed In the depth
of teamwork, spirit, and deter-
mination, and effort the members
of that squad demonstrated.
Coach Nlkkl McCarthy's team
Improved tremendously from the
first game on. -
The varsity win also went to
Ashland, 73-5- 4, though Coach
Nichols was obviously pleased
with Wooster's efforts. "Two
1
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The Scots brought the ball In
and began looking for the good
shot. For what seemed like an
eternity to Wooster fans, they
couldn't find one. Then with 6
seconds-le- ft to go, Tohn Dorko
found himself open from 16 feet
and let a Jumper go. But the shot
bounced off the back of the rim and
, the Lords got the and were
not able to score. The clock was
; set at five minutes and the teams
' prepared to enter overtime.
Wurts hit for Kenyon at 3:52
' and Stephens answered for the
Scots on a tip-i-n to make the
score- - 71-7- 1. That was the last
time that the score was to be
tied. Despite a fine defensive play
by Chad Saladln which stopped
a steal from being converted Into
a lay-u- p, the Lords put together
six straight points and theScots
; could not answer until : 1 8, making
the score 77-- 73 and that was the
way It stayed.
It was a tough loss for the
Scots but they obviously played a
great game, possibly their best of
the year. Perhaps Kenyon's
greater experience paid off In that
overtime period, but what won the
game for Kenyon was the play of
Tim Appleton. He hit on 15 of
21 shots from the field and 7 of
'9 from the line for a total of
37 points to lead aU scorers. He
also pulled down 9 rebounds to
season
goals were met In this game.
Wewre out. to break, Ajshland's
usually effective press, and we'
did - they called It off. Offen-
sively, the only way we could,
play-the- m was to use a set of-
fense, and that worked, too."
"Tickets for the OAC Swim
Meet on March 6, 7, and 8, a re
on sale in the Physical Edu-
cational Center office for $7
per book (includes. 1 ticket
for each session)".
THINK...
..about saving your.
money with a
5 daily-rat- e
savings account.
First Federal)
lead an rebounders. Tied for
scoring honors among the Scots
were Chad Salldln and Manny
Stone. with 16, and Dorko and
Shtndewolf both grabbed 6 re-
bounds,
Kenyon had a strong second
half, shooting. 6 67 from the field
and .750 from the line. For the
entire game, theLords shot .582
and .813 respectively, while the
Scots shot .449 and .917. The
Scots, though, led In rebounding
(33-3- 2) and turnovers (19-21- X
It was a tough loss for coach
Al Van Wle's troops, but the ten
underclassmen returning next
year certainly wUl have benefited
by It. '
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Was... $124.95 NOV $109.95
Limited Quantity! Sale Ends March 15!
OhOH Switch Located on the top right front
surface of the calculator. Sliding it to the right
applies power, and sliding it to the left remove
power from the calculator. The power-o- n condition
is indicated by a number in the display.
DegRad Switch Located on the top left front
surface of the calculator. The calculator interprets'
a displayed angle as being in deqiees if the switch
is to the right (D) and in radians if it is to the
left R).
. e through f 1 Digit Keys Enter'numbers 0
through 9 to a limit of a 10-dig- it mantissa and a
2 --digit exponent.
' Decimal
Point Key Enters a' decimal point.
L J Pi Key Enters the value of pi () to 13 --
significant digits (3.1 41 592653590) into a --
calculation. Display indicates value rounded off .
to 10 significant digits (3.141592654). .
! K j Enter Exponent Key Instructs the
calculator that the subsequent number is to be
entered as an exponent of 1 0. To enter a number
in scientific notation, first enter the mantissa,
press EE and enter the desired exponent of 10.
After the ! EE j key has been pressed, the
calculator will display all further results in ; ,
scientific notation until the j C . key is I
f- -. Change Sign Key Instructs the calculator
to change the sign of the mantissa or exponent
appearing in the display. To enter a negative
number, first enter the number and then press the
key. .Using this change sign key prior to
using the EE - key changes the sign of the
mantissa. If the !- -. key is pressed after the "Kl
key, the sign of the exponent is changed. -
'
; ! CfJ Clear Entry Key Clears the last keyboard
entry. Pi is entered as a calculated value and is
not cleared by this key. If the . j key is
inadvertently pressed in processing a complex
expression, it can be nullified by simply entering '
the correct number to be processed.
C! Clear Kay Clears (erases) information in the '
calculator and display and sen the calculator to
zero for the start of a new problem. However, the
contents of the memory are not affected by this
key. To dear the memory, a zero must be entered ,
in place of the stored data.
The SR-5- 0 is the full function portable slide rule calculator. '
-
; Complex scientific calculations are solved' - '
as easily as simple arithmetic'problems. The SR-5- 0 features
algebraic keyboard with single function keys for easy problem solving.
Texas Instruments
E3 CD CD tED CS
7i ?r-- D '!
(ZD GD GD CD Tr
it' :GOGQ
CD CD CD O
CD CD CD (D
CD CD CD CD
CD CD CD CD
Additional features
Accuracy Calculates answers to 13 significant digits .
and displays answers rounded off to 10 significant digits.
For maximum accuracy, the SR-5- 0 uses all 13 significant
digits for subsequent calculations. "
Versatility Performs simple arithmetic, reciprocals,
factorials, exponentiation, roots, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions, all in full floating decimal point j
or in scientific notation. .
Scientific Notation Computes and displays numbers as
large as 9.999999999 X 1 0" and as small as
1.000000000 X 1099. Automatically converts answers
to scientific notation a number (mantissa) times 10
raised to a power-(exponent- ) r when the calculated .
answer is greater than 100 or less than 10 10. -
Ease of Operation Operations are performed in the
same order as the problem is stated. For simple . --
arithmetic operations, numbers and functions are
entered in the same sequence that they are written on --
paper. The value of (pi) is entered to 1 3 significant
digits by pressing a single key. Automatic clearing is
included; no need to use clear key between; problems. .
Memory Electronic memory stores numbers or
calculation results for later use.
Fully Portable Extremely lightweight. Battery or AC
' '' '' -operated. ;
Long Life Solid state components, integrated circuits,
and light emitting diode displays provide dependable
--operation and long life. .- -
Battery Pack The SR-5- 0 comes complete with a
fast-char- ge rechargeable-batter- y pack. Under normal use,
the battery pack will provide 4 to 6 hours oLoDeration
- without recharging. About 3 hours of recharging will J
restore full charge. - 1,
: AC AdapterCharger Battery pack recharge or. direct
operation from standard voltage outlets is easily
accomplished with the AC AdapterCharger included
with the SR-5- 0. Duar voltage AdapterCharger allows ,
recharge or operation from 115 volts60 Hzor V. . ,
220 volts50 Hz outlets. With the AC Adapter Charger ; .
plugged into an outlet and the attached cord plugged '
- into the calculator, the SR-5- 0 can be recharged or
" operated indefinitely. ; '
...
t- -
Do not attempt to operate the SR-5- 0 with the charger
plugged in unless battery pack is in place.
rl Add Key Instructs the calculator to add tothe previous number or result the next entered :
'
.' cjuantity. , -- ,... -.- - - - . -- ; .
: C--D Subtract Key Instructs the calculetor to
subtract from the previous number or result the --
next entered quantity. .
fx! Multiply Key Instructs the calculator to .
multiply the previous number or result by the .
next entered quantity. . - i , ".
' LJ Divide Kay Instructs the calculator to
divide the previous number or result ry the next
entered quantity. ., - : -
.
. ("1 Equals Key Instructs the calculator to
complete the previously entered operation to
provide the desired calculation result. -
" fa'T Square Kay Instructs the calculator to "j
' find the square of the number displayed (that is,"".
tojnultiply the number displayed bv itself). - .
- 1 S I Square Root Key Instructs the calculator, .
to find the square root of the number displayed .(that is, to find the number which multiplied by -,-
-
itself. equals the num!--r displayed). '
"
.LV3 Reciprocal Key Instructs the calculetor to
find the reciprocal of the number displayed (that
is, to divide the number displayed into 1). 4 .
rl Factorial Kay Instructs the calcubror to -- '"find the factorial of the number displayed (that .
is. the product of all integer numbers from one
through the integer value displayed). The largest
.
.
factorial the SR-5- 0 can compute without an
overflow condition is 69! ' '
fSTJ-Sin-
e Key Instructs the calculator to "- - ''
--determine the sine of the displayed angle. .
:
--
.
1 Cosine Key Instructs the calculetor to --
determine the cosine of the displayed angle. -
'. w Tangent Key I nstrucu the calculator to .
determine the tangent of the displayed angle.
- iJ Inverse Trigonometric Key Instructs thecalculator to determine the angle of the selected --
' trig function whose value is the displayed quantity. '
when pressed as a prefix to the sin, --cos, or tan key.
.
-
- V -
: Hyperbolic Function Kay Instructs the -
calculator to determine the hyperbolic trig
function of the displayed angle when pressed as -
prefix to the tin, cos. or tan key. -
- Angle Change Key If the OagRad switch ,
- is set for degrees, pressing the change key instructs .
the calculator to convert the displayed angle from --
radians to degrees. If the switch is set for radiant,
pressing this key instructs the calculator to convert ."
the displayed angle from degrees to radians.
St Common Logarithm Key- - Instructs the " - --
' calculator to determine the logarithm to the base
- 10 of the displayed number. ;
.. Natural Logarithm Key Instructs the
calculator to determine the logarithm to the base e
.
of the displayed number.
'"' " '
. .
-
.
- '
.
L J e to the it Power Key Instructs the calculator
to raise the value of e to the displayed power.
.. fri y to the a Power Key Instructs the
calculator to raise y, the first entered quantity, to --
the power of x, the second entered quantity. - ' -
The xth Root of y Key Instructs the ;
'
calculator to process y, the first entered quantity,
to find the Xth root. The value of x is the second ,
entered quantity. . -- T- -
Krl Exchange Key Instructs the calculator
to exchange the x and v quantities in rj or 'rj ;
before the function is processed. The operands in . '
.x and rl can also be exchanged through the
, use of this key.
A groi Store Key Instructs the calculator to
store the displayed quantity jn th memory.
jScD Recall Key Instructs the calculetor- -
to retrieve stored data from the memory. The
feci key does not dear the memory. -
'--
"
. CS Sum and Store Key Instructs the calculator . --
to algebraically add the displayed number to the
number in the memory, and to store the sum in --
the memory. The use of thrs key does not affect
: the displayed quantity nor the previously
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